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10 TIPS FOR DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR THE WORK
AS AN EROTIC MODEL AND EROTIC INFLUENCER 

Tip I: Register a trade in good time. The work as a model is subject
to the trade obligation in most nations as almost all areas of work.
To avoid getting an annoying letter from the tax office at the end of
your first year, you should have registered a business before your
first payout.

Tip II: Consistency is the key to success. Posting regularly and with
variety is the key to success. At least one image, video or GIF per day
is what you should be posting. Especially in combination with voice
messages ("How are you?, How was your week?, I wish you a nice
start into the week, etc.) this increases the personal connection of
your fans to you, making you an important part in the lives of your
fans.

Tip III: Working as a model is not a solo battle. Find trusted friends
who can help you manage your content as well as respond to
messages. Some users are only active at certain times of the day,
but would also love to receive a reply or have a wish fulfilled.
Friends can also share your stories or post for you there.

Tip IV: Use interactive content. Polls, Q&A sessions, calls to share to
encourage your fans to interact and engage more. The more
actively your community interacts with you, the stronger their bond
with you will grow. And many members will give you gifts without
you having to do anything in return. With questions you can also
gain knowledge about the preferences of your fans and use this for
future postings. 



Tip V: Post your content across platforms. For example, Twitter
has a much higher tolerance for NSFW content than Instagram,
and not just in the erotic realm. You shouldn't upload your
content and promotions only on Instagram. Tiktok, Twitter,
Telegram and especially Reddit are powerful marketing tools that
fly under the radar. You can also post excellent teasers for your
explicit content there.

Tip VI: Respond to your fans' requests and offer them
customized content. If a fan wants to see you in a special cosplay
or outfit, they are often willing to pay for it. Seasonal content is
especially useful for special events such as Halloween, Saint
Patrick's Day or Christmas.

Tip VII: Use your own landing page on your social networks.
Instagram or TikTok can still remove your link tree or ban you by
linking to your OnlyFan or another erotica account. To reduce the
chance of this to completely zero, having your own website with a
landing page is the best option. In addition, you can also track the
calls and the origin of these much better. If you don't have any
experience with website programming, you can find
programmers on portals like FIVERR for just a few hundred euros
or dollars.

Tip VIII: Work with professional photographers. These often
provide you even free of charge very good technology, images and
/ or videos that you can use to pack even higher-quality content
between your self-created content. Especially as separately
purchasable sets this method offers itself. 



Tip IX: Use freebies as an enticement. Give out this free bonus
content to your most loyal fans, so you also increase their loyalty to
you. You shouldn't push your sales content among the crowd, of
course, but a really inciting teaser will make your fans want more
and may convince one to subscribe to you. This method works best
on websites that are basically "Free", like an OnlyFans Free account. 

Tip X: Take advantage of all the technical possibilities. 

Deeple: The best free translator on the net.

Notjustanalytics: Use it to analyze your fans' engagement on
Instagram and Tiktok.

Reddit: Use Reddit lists to find forums (or subreddits) that fit
your chosen niche.

Imgur: Imgur is the first place on the web to upload images that
you can then link to.

Dropbox: Sometimes the best management tool for your
content and free up to 2 GB.

Wetransfer: Easy and fast to send up to 2 GB for free via link or
to an email address.

RedGIF: The best address on the net to produce erotic GIFs
RedGIF is also compatible with Tiktok.

OnlyFans Advice: One of the best subreddits to chat with other
OnlyFans models or cam girls - absolutely top recommendation.
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